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  (1)       

  (2)        

Note : (1) Answer any five questions from the following. 

  (2) All questions carry equal marks.  

 

1.                 5  

 Give a brief life sketch and contribution of Palghat Mani Iyer in the field of 
Mridangam. 

 

2.                 5 

 Explain the structure of the instrument “Ghatam” with the help of a diagram and also 
explain its playing technique.    

 

3.     ?               5 

 What is Gatibhedam and try to implement Gatibhedam in any one of the Sapta tala’s 
(Carnatic music). 

 

4.                   5 

 Name the popular schools of Mridangam playing and explain any one in detail.  

 

5.             ?      5 

 What is Eduppu or (Graham) and how many Eduppus are there ? Explain in detail. 

 

6.            5 

 Briefly explain the rules and regulations related to playing “Taniyavartanam”. 

 

7.            5 

 Notate a Mishra Kuraipu in Adi talam.  
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